$125.00  Tumi 12,000 MAH Power Bank

In today’s lightning-fast and ever-changing digital world, TUMI’s vast collection of tech accessories and electronics continue to evolve and expand as fast as technology itself. TUMI offers lightweight, sophisticated mobile solutions designed for Global Citizens on the move. Stay charged on the go with this powerful travel companion.

- Leather material
- 3.25”h x 4.8”w
- Charges a smartphone up to 5 times
- 2.4A and 1.0A USB ports

Model/Product #114402ALU – Black
UPC - 742315326214

$65.00  Tumi Electric Grounded Adaptor

This adaptor is a convenient travel device that provides four different plug configurations in one unit for grounded electrical connectivity. It works in 150 countries and is suitable for use with most 2-pole and 3-pole plugs; it provides a safe way to plug in and power your portable, grounded devices when you travel.

- Can be used with:
  - Laptops
  - MP3 players
  - Digital cameras
  - Mobile phones
  - PDA’s
  - Travel speakers and more
- Protective case included

Model/Product #14395D – Black
UPC - 742315905143